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THE COURT     OF  ADDITIONAL  CHIEFJUDICIALMAGISTRATE, 

:: UDALGURI   : :  

 

GR Case no.  1094 /2015 

      Under section 279/304(A) of the I.P.C. 

 

 

State  

Vs. 

Bikash Paul 

Son of Anil Paul 

Resident of ward no. 1 of Tangla, 

Udalguri Assam……………Accused person 

 

 

PRESENT:   ANKUR BHUYAN,   A.J.S.  

    Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate, Udalguri    

 

 

For prosecution: Nandira Narzary, learned additional public prosecutor  

For the accused: N. Islam, learned defence counsel 
 

 

 

DATE OF EVIDENCE:  14.10.16,  25.01.17,  03.03.17,  

01.04.17,  06.07.17, 08.08.17 

14.09.17 

  

DATE OF ARGUMENT:  14.09.17  

DATE OF JUDGMENT:  14.09.17  
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    JUDGMENT 

 

1) This case was lodged by Beauty Pal Dey before Tangla police station 

on 24.10.15. It was alleged in the FIR that Bikash dashed her 

husband in the night by bike. It was stated in the FIR that her 

husband died in hospital, subsequently. Hence, this case was lodged.  

2) The police registered the case and investigated in the matter, as per 

law. Accordingly, in due course, laid the charge sheet against the 

accused person. The accused person appeared in pursuance to 

summon to accused. Copy was furnished to accused. Particular of 

offence under section 279/304(A) was read and explained to the 

accused to which accused pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

3) Prosecution examined nine witnesses during the evidence. 

Thereafter, learned additional public prosecutor for the state verbally 

prayed to allow the prosecution side to close own evidence-showing 

cause that there is not implicating evidence against the accused in 

the deposition of the principal witnesses or other witnesses to convict 

the accused beyond reasonable doubt, even if the case is proceed 

further. Hence, prosecution evidence was closed. Statement of 

accused was recorded under section 313 of the code of criminal 

procedure after conclusion of the prosecution evidence. Plea of 

accused was of total innocence.  

4) Accused person declined to adduce any evidence in own defence 

under section 313 of the code of criminal procedure. As such, 

defence evidence was closed. 

5) I heard the arguments advanced by both sides. The case record was 

perused along with the depositions on record. Accordingly, the moot 

point for decision of this case was framed as below:  

 

POINTS FOR DECISION: 

6) Now, the point to be determined in this case is: - Whether the 

accused drove the vehicle bearing number AS 13 D 1649, in a rush or 
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negligent manner as to endanger human life, or to be likely to cause 

grievous hurt or injury to any other person and thereby at the said 

relevant time and place caused death to victim and thereby, whether 

the accused was liable to be punished under section 279/304(A) of 

the IPC?  

 

DISCUSSIONS, REASONS AND DECISIONS THEREOF: 

7) I have carefully perused the evidence on record. As such, in order to 

arrive at a just decision of this case, it would be appropriate for this 

court to have a comparative analysis of the evidence on record.  

8) Learned additional public prosecutor for the state submitted during 

the argument that the prosecution side failed corroborated 

reasonably the allegations labelled against accused person in the 

case. Learned defence counsel submitted that depositions of 

prosecution witnesses were inconsistent and doubtful.  

9) From having perusal of the entire materials on record, it appeared 

that the case was set in motion on basis of version of the 

complainant.  

10) Prosecution witness-1 namely, Beauty Pal Dey deposed that she was 

the informant of this case. PW-1 stated that she was wife of 

deceased.  PW-1 deposed that Bikash Pal knocked down her husband 

by his motorcycle in the road on 23.10.15 at about 7.30 pm.  PW-1 

stated that Ext-1 was the FIR wherein Ext-1(1) was her 

signature.PW-1 stated that at the time of accident she was in the 

house of her mother. PW-1 stated that she found her husband at 

Tangla Civil Hospital as he died thereon. PW-1 stated in cross 

examination that she heard about the accident from the person of 

the locality at the place of occurrence.PW-1 stated in cross 

examination that her husband used to consume alcohol and there 

were quarrel between them at that time. 
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11) PW-2, namely, Ashok Choudhury was an independent witness. PW-2 

disclosed in cross examination that he did not know anything.  

12) PW-3 namely, Ashim Kumar Basak was an independent witness and a 

businessman. PW-3 stated that accused requested for his company to 

the place of occurrence and they took the injured to the hospital. 

PW-3 stated that he heard that victim died after 1 or 2 days of the 

accident. PW-3 disclosed in cross examination that he was not eye 

witness of the accident.   

13) PW-4 namely, Bappi Sarkar was an independent witness. PW-4stated 

that at the relevant time there was heavy rain and they found that 

one person lying at the place of occurrence for which they informed 

the matter to Tangla police station. PW-4 stated that he did not see 

how the accident occurred.  PW-4 disclosed in cross examination that 

he was not eye witness of the occurrence.   

14) PW-5 namely, Rajib Basakwas an independent witness. PW-5 stated 

that he heard about the accident that took place at Tangla town in 

2015. PW-5 stated that he was not eye witness of the accident.   

15) PW-6 namely, Dr. Jyotirmoy Deka was medical officer who conducted 

post mortem on Parmesh Dey. PW-6 stated that death occurred due 

to head injury. PW-6 stated that Ext-2 was post mortem report and 

Ext-2(1) was his signature.  

16) PW-7 namely, Lakshman Kumar Sarma was medical officer. PW-7 

extended preliminary treatment to Parmesh Dey after his admission 

in his hospital. PW-7 stated that the injured died subsequently at the 

early morning. PW-7 stated in cross examination that dead body was 

not brought to their hospital by police personal.   

17) PW-8 namely, Kiranbala Boro was an independent witness of the 

case. PW-8 stated that she was not eyewitness of any accident.  

18) PW-9 namely, Tharuna Bhagawati was an independent witness. PW-9 

stated that she was not eye witness of any accident for which she 

could not say for whose fault, the accident occurred. PW-9 stated in 

cross examination that she was not aware that accused caused any 

accident. 
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19) In the light of the above discussions, it appeared that prosecution 

witness-1 to prosecution witness-9 were not eye witnesses of the 

accident and thereby they failed to disclose that accused was 

exclusively responsible for any alleged accident.PW-6 as medical 

officer confirmed death of deceased due to head injury on account of 

trauma of head. Moreover, PW-7 was Medical Officer who extended 

preliminary treatment to Parmesh Dey. But being formal witness, PW-

6 and PW-7 were unable to disclose the name or identification of the 

person, who was merely responsible for the accident with Parmesh 

Dey. PW-1 stated in cross examination that her husband used to 

consume alcohol and there were quarrel between them at that time. 

Accordingly, in the light of deposition of prosecution witness-1, it has 

appeared that accident of the present case could be taken place due 

to consumption of alcohol by deceased and thereby said prosecution 

witness has suggested innocence of the driver of the vehicle 

responsible for the accident. Moreover, PW-3 disclosed that he 

accompanied accused to take the injured to the hospital. If so, 

accused was the person who extended help to the injured.  But, none 

of the prosecution witness able to disclose, beyond all reasonable 

doubt, that it was accused alone who was responsible for the trauma 

of head sustained by injured for any action of accused. It  appeared 

from the remaining depositions prosecution witnesses  that they were 

not eye witness of the accident and for the same reason they were 

not in a position disclose details about the role played by the 

offending vehicle in the accident to implicate the present accused for 

rush and negligent manner of driver.  

20) In the premises of the above considerations, it seemed that 

prosecution witness-1 alleged that she heard that accused caused 

accident to her husband for which husband succumbed to death. But, 

PW-1 failed to unveil the name of person who were eyewitness of the 

accident. This casted doubt that prosecution case as same failed to 

remove shadow of doubt on the role of accused and victim of the 
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alleged accident. This short of deviation of deposition of the 

complainant and witnesses from the allegation of FIR has casted 

doubt on very nature of the actual happening of the incident.  

21) In result, in my opinion, circumstances extended benefit of doubt to 

accused. Hence, negligence upon the driver of the offending vehicle 

cannot be attributed in the light of disclosure of prosecution witness-

1. Thus, deposition of witnesses disclosed that there were witnesses 

with natural explanation for an accident or injury of deceased. It 

seemed that the depositions of prosecution that they failed to throw 

any light on the point to show whether the present accused was 

alone responsible for the accident. Prosecution witnesses failed to 

disclose that accused was liable for rush or negligent manner of 

driving as to endanger human life, or to be likely to cause grievous 

hurt or injury to any other person or mischief of property, at the said 

relevant time and place.  

22) If so, entire case of the prosecution even failed to rest on 

circumstantial evidence to substantiate the charges levelled against 

the accused beyond all reasonable doubts. Thus, role of accused or 

victim was not clear in this case to attract conviction. There was no 

direct evidence, in the sense of any of eyewitness, to connect the 

accused with the crime exposing negligent manner of driving.  

23) Settle principle of law is that if on scanning the evidence on record, if 

two views are possible to be taken, then the one favouring the 

accused should be taken. As such, it has appeared that the 

depositions of prosecution have failed to implicate the accused in this 

case appreciably. The prosecution has measurably failed to prove the 

fact that the accused is involved in this case in the alleged manner.  

24) Accordingly, it appears that the depositions of the prosecution are 

not found consistent, cogent and unimpeachable in nature with the 

alleged prosecution version in the FIR to implicate accused. In the 

present case, all the witnesses in their depositions have failed to 

prove the allegations in sequence of unequivocal terms. Even the 

prosecution side has failed to adduce deposition of the eyewitnesses 
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supported by the independent witnesses to cogently establish the 

case showing the negligent and rash driving of the accused, beyond 

all reasonable doubt. Hence, it is considered as reasonable that the 

prosecution side has failed to establish the allegation in appreciable 

manner. There is no sufficient evidence on the side of prosecution to 

show the negligent and rash driving on the part of the accused, 

alone. Further, there are no appreciable eyewitnesses or the 

circumstantial evidences that have supported the alleged allegation of 

guilt of the accused and his involvement in this case under section    

279/304(A) of IPC. As, there was missing link in the chain of 

evidence of the prosecution about the role played by accused or 

victim, it would not be safe to implicate accused in this case and 

convict on that basis. 

25) Having considered the matter in its entirety in the light of the above 

discussions, I am of view that the prosecution has failed to establish 

its case beyond all reasonable doubts. In the result, the point as 

taken for determination in this case is decided negatively extending 

the benefit of doubt to the accused person.  

26) In the result, I have found no material to hold the accused as guilty 

under section 279/304(A) of the I.P.C. Hence, the accused is 

acquitted from the said charges forthwith extending the benefit of 

doubt and set at own liberty, forthwith.   

27) The bail bond will be cancelled subject to laps of six month from the 

date of this order and the bailor will be discharged automatically, 

thereafter. 

28) In result, seized articles, if any, is to be dealt with as per law. 

Concerned police station is to be informed, accordingly. 

29) The case is disposed of on contest. 

30) The judgment is delivered in open court and given under my hand 

and seal of this court on this 14th day of Sept, 2017. 

          Written by me.       

Signature 
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Appendix 

 

Witnesses for prosecution:   

PW-1 was Beauty Pal Dey. 

PW-2 was Ashok Choudhury 

PW-3 was Ashim Kumar Basak  

PW-4 was Bappi Sarkar  

PW-5 was Rajib Basak   

PW-6 was Dr. Jyotirmoy Deka  

PW-7 was Lakshman Kumar Sarma  

PW-8 was Kiranbala Boro  

PW-9 was Tharuna Bhagawati 

Witnesses for accused: Nil 

Exhibits for prosecution:   

Ext-1 was the FIR and Ext-1(1) was signature of PW-1. 

Ext-2 post mortem report and Ext-2(1) was signature of PW-6. 

 

Exhibits for accused:  Nil  

Court witness:   Nil. 

Exhibits by the court:  Nil. 

 

 

 

Ankur Bhuyan 

 

 

 

 

 


